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Abstrat

In this study, I use the timing and eligibility riteria of a large-sale onditional

ash transfer program in Bolivian publi shools to identify the e�et of the program

on adults' labor supply. I �nd that adult females inrease their labor supply due to

the program, mostly through self-employment. To understand these results, I sketh a

simple theoretial framework of seletion into employment that introdues �xed osts

to work and imperfetions in apital markets, two main features of the proess of de-

velopment. In this environment, households selet into employment only if they are

able to self-�nane the �xed osts. I derive additional preditions that are empirially

tested. First, the positive treatment e�ets should manifest at the extensive and not

the intensive margin. Estimating treatment e�ets along the umulative density fun-

tion of work hours/week, I �nd that the e�ets on labor supply ome exlusively from

the extensive margin. Seond, the e�ets of an inome shok should be stronger when

apital market fritions are more salient. Using baseline data for the supply of �nanial

servies at the muniipality level as a third di�erene, I �nd that the e�ets on labor

supply are higher for women in more redit-onstrained areas. I ompare these results

with ompelling alternative explanations suh as inreases in loal aggregate demand

indued by the program and the relaxation of time onstraints for mothers due to the

ondition omponent of the program. I �nd no evidene supporting these two alterna-

tive mehanisms. Overall, the results suggest that after onsidering the role of redit

and labor market fritions, the �rst step in limbing the ladder of development is to

overome the barriers households fae in simply starting to work.
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1 Introdution

Cash transfers are ommon tools for takling poverty, both in developed and develop-

ing ountries. While these programs show welfare-inreasing e�ets in many dimensions

(Fiszbein et al., 2009), a main onern is whether these types of programs an have nega-

tive e�ets on labor supply and reate dependene, leading to a trade-o� between immediate

poverty alleviation and long-term poverty redution. Studies from ash welfare programs

in developed ountries suggest that there is a negative e�et on labor supply (Hoynes

(1996) and Hoynes and Shanzenbah (2012)), onsistent with a neolassial model of la-

bor supply. However, the literature analyzing the e�ets of ash transfer programs on

labor supply in developing ountries systematially fails to �nd signi�ant treatment e�ets

(Skou�as and Maro (2008), Alzua et al. (2013), Banerjee et al. (2015) and, de Brauw et al.

(2015)). Moreover, reent evidene on unonditional ash transfers to groups of young po-

tential entrepreneurs �nds inreases in work hours due to the program (Blattman et al.,

2014). Understanding whih features of the proess of development explain the divergene

in results will reonile the empirial evidene and shed light on the saliene of the poverty

alleviation-dependene trade-o�.

This paper uses the staggered timing and eligibility riteria of a onditional ash trans-

fer program (CCT) in Bolivia to estimate the ausal impat of a positive inome shok on

adults' labor supply through a di�erene-in-di�erene approah. The program provided 200

Bolivianos (approximately 25 U.S. dollars) per year to hildren in Bolivian publi shools

onditional on 80% attendane during the shool year. Using 8 years of Bolivian household

surveys, I onstrut a pooled ross-setion dataset of hildren in publi shools in Bolivia

1

.

Exploiting the variation in eligibility aross shool grades and the rollout of the program, I

ompare hanges in work outomes before and after introdution of the program for adults

whose hildren were enrolled in eligible grades with hanges in work outomes for adults

whose hildren were not bene�iaries of the program.

I �nd that the program inreased the probability of working by 4 perentage points and

inreased work hours by 2.5 units for adult females (heads of households or their spouses).

These e�ets are small; they represent inreases of 6% and 9% with respet to the baseline

mean

2

, respetively. I �nd that 90% of this e�et omes from adult females whose hildren

were likely to attend to shool even in the absene of the program and were not a�eted

by the ondition omponent of the program. This result suggests that a shift in the budget

set indued by an inome shok dominates potential inreases in the availability of time

indued by the ondition omponent of the CCT

3

. The results are robust to a variety of

spei�ations and are onsistent with an eonomy haraterized by a large, stagnant gender

gap in employment

4

1

This represents 90% of hildren enrolled in shool during the year preeding the program.

2

The e�ets on work hours represent 6% of the baseline mean, onditional on working.

3

These results also omplement existing evidene regarding the role of the ondition omponent

(Baird et al. (2011), Benhassine et al. (2015),Filmer and Shady (2011),de Brauw and Hoddinott (2011)).

4

In Bolivia, for every 10 male household heads who work, there are only 7 female household heads or

spouses of household heads working. This gap has remained onstant over the last deade, aording to

data from Bolivian household surveys.

2



To understand why these apparently unusual positive elastiities appear in the ontext of a

developing ountry, I outline a simple theoretial framework whih predits the result found

in my empirial approah and derive additional preditions whih I then take to the data.

I do so by drawing on a traditional idea behind the proess of development: �in a ontext

of apital markets imperfetions, eonomi performane, either prosperity or stagnation,

depends on the initial wealth distribution� (Banerjee and Newman, 1993). I sketh a styl-

ized model for labor fore partiipation that inludes heterogeneous �xed osts to enter the

labor fore and fritions in redit markets

5

. In this environment, there is seletion into

employment based on the initial household wealth; �xed osts generate the need for funds

and redit market fritions reate di�ulties in getting these funds. As a result, households

have lower onsumption levels beause they an't work and they an't work beause they

are too poor�a poverty trap. The main empirial impliation of this model is that an in-

ome shok an push people into the labor fore, at least for agents who are lose to being

able to over their �xed osts.

To test the importane of these two features of the proess of development, I derive two

additional preditions from the model and take them to the data. First, beause of the �xed

osts to enter the labor fore, the e�ets of the inome shok should a�et the deision to

enter the labor fore but should not a�et the intensive margin of labor supply. Estimat-

ing treatment e�ets along the umulative density funtion of weekly work hours, I �nd

that the e�ets on labor supply ome from the extensive margin rather than the intensive

margin, supporting the �xed-osts hypothesis. Moreover, if the �xed osts are salient, then

the results should ome from ativities that require a �xed ost to work. I �nd that the

e�et on employment omes from people shifting from unemployment to self-employment.

Seond, the e�ets of an inome shok should be stronger when apital market fritions are

more salient. Using baseline data for the supply of �nanial servies at the muniipality

level as a third di�erene, and ontrolling for potential treatment e�et heterogeneity aross

urban and rural areas, I �nd that the e�ets on labor supply are higher for women from

more redit-onstrained areas.

Why would agents respond to positive inome shoks by inreasing labor supply? The evi-

dene provided in this study shows that two partiular features of the proess of development�

�xed osts to work and imperfetions in redit markets�explain why the labor supply re-

sponds di�erently to inome shoks in developed ountries than in developing ountries:

In developed ountries, apital market fritions and labor market fritions are smaller and

households behave as in the neolassial model. In developing ountries, households live in

an environment of liquidity onstraints and �xed osts, and this explains why dependene

on ash transfers might be less likely. Moreover, if the proess of development is about

oupational hoie, the evidene in this study suggests that esaping involuntary unem-

ployment is the �rst step in this proess.

To understand the extent to whih other mehanisms ould lead to the same empirial

5

I allow these fritions to arise either due to high intermediation osts that result in higher borrowing

rates, or simply through onstraints in the maximum amount eah household an borrow.
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results, I ompare the empirial evidene and the impliations of the theoretial frame-

work with ompelling alternative explanations in this ontext. In partiular, I disuss two

relevant mehanisms: relaxed time onstraints and aggregate demand hanges due to the

program. First, I analyze whether inreases in labor supply may be driven by a relief in

the mother's time onstraints by the program. Sine the program provides resoures on-

ditional on attendane at shool, it might be the ase that the observed treatment e�ets

arise beause mothers simply realloate time from hild are to produtive ativities. Three

fats rule out that mehanism. First, the program was implemented in a baseline ontext of

high attendane and enrollment and low dropout rates

6

. Moreover, this mehanism would

imply that the treatment e�ets should ome from adults whose hildren are more likely to

be a�eted by the ondition omponent (marginal hildren). I �nd that the responses in

labor supply are driven primarily by mothers of hildren who would have attended shool

even in the absene of the program. Finally, onsistent with the latter fats, I �nd no

evidene of e�ets of the program on enrollment nor on hild labor.

Another possible explanation for the positive e�ets on labor supply ould arise from shifts

in aggregate demand at the loal (muniipality) level

7

. Although the transfers were small,

the program reahed a large share of the households with shool-age hildren. This ash

in�ow ould modify the business environment, favoring self-employment, or it ould in-

rease wages, thereby induing households to work. Two arguments rule out this potential

mehanism. First, if loal demand were driving the results, the treatment e�ets should be

a funtion of the ability of households to take advantage of the new ontext, and therefore

the treatment e�ets should be higher for households in areas that have better aess to

redit; I �nd the opposite. Seond, in this study, treatment e�ets are identi�ed from indi-

vidual variation within lusters (muniipalities) sine entry into treatment is orthogonal to

loations and is a funtion of individual harateristis only (years of shooling for hildren

of shool age). This design provides a way of repliating the natural experiment in eah

luster; if either the eonomi onditions hanged or wages inreased, they did so similarly

for treatment and ontrol groups.

This paper reoniles evidene regarding labor supply responses to inome shoks from

developed and developing ountries using a basi idea: the interation of fritions in la-

bor and redit markets, whih is ore to development eonomis (Banerjee and Newman,

1993) (Lewis, 1954) (Gollin, 2014). The evidene provided by this study ontributes to

four strands of the literature. First, it provides novel evidene regarding positive inome-

elastiities of work outomes, suggesting that a trade-o� between short-run poverty al-

leviation and dependene may not be salient in developing eonomies (Banerjee et al.

6

Reports from the Ministry of Eduation (Zambrana et al., 2004) show that before the program was

implemented, the national attendane rate was above 80%, enrollment was above 90% and the dropout rate

was below 10%.

7

One partiular hallenge in interpreting the redued form treatment e�ets from large-sale ash transfer

programs is the presene of general equilibrium e�ets that are onfounded with diret inome shoks on

treatment units (Aemoglu, 2010). Studies suh as (Kaboski and Townsend, 2012) and (Muralidharan et al.,

2016b) analyzing large-sale programs that imply a signi�ant injetion of liquidity into the loal eonomy

�nd evidene of general equilibrium e�ets manifested through wages, in the ase of miro-redit in Thailand

and a redution in leakage of resoures from a workfare program in India, respetively.

4



(2015),Skou�as and Maro (2008),de Brauw et al. (2015), Alzua et al. (2013) and Fiszbein et al.

(2009)), suggesting a win-win senario for long-run poverty alleviation onsistent with

Gertler et al. (2012). In partiular this paper omplements evidene and key insights from

Blattman et al. (2014) who also �nd positive e�ets on work hours after a randomly as-

signed ash grant to groups of young entrepreneurs in Uganda. Although the �xed-osts

and redit-onstraints hypotheses are disussed in that paper, beause the study fouses on

a partiular sample of redit-onstrained bene�iaries there is little variation in the sample

to test empirially for treatment-e�et heterogeneity in that dimension. In this paper I

exploit a large-sale nationwide program that aptures enough regional variation in redit

market imperfetions.

Seond, the theoretial framework proposed and tested in this paper and the design of the

program provide insights for understanding why other studies were not able to �nd positive

responses. Suessful, emblemati CCT programs are means-tested and therefore a�et a

partiularly disadvantaged share of the population. If the households that an take advan-

tage of the inome shok are only those who are lose to overing their �xed osts, as the

theoretial framework suggests, programs that fous exlusively on the most disadvantaged

agents will fail to apture agents who would potentially use the extra resoures as a tool

to esape involuntary unemployment. This same logi also explains why Blattman et al.

(2014) �nd strong e�ets on work hours: They targeted agents who despite being poor

aording to several metris, are better o� than most of the Ugandan population. The

Bolivian program studied in this paper is not means-tested and reahes around 90% of

shool-age hildren, apturing the entire distribution of �xed osts and redit onstraints

and providing the empirial approah with enough power to apture positive responses in

labor supply due to the program.

Third, through having an empirial design that minimizes the role of hanges in loal de-

mand as drivers of the e�ets on labor supply

8

, this paper fouses on household-level shoks

and is related to reent literature providing evidene of the saliene of miro-level rather

than maro poverty traps(Kraay and MKenzie, 2014). Reent literature regarding low-ost

interventions aiming to break these viious irles fouses on the role of reduing �xed osts

that generate low uptake of pro�table investments (Bryan et al. (2014),de Mel et al. (2008),

Field (2007) and Casio (2009)). This paper identi�es a omplementary omparative statis

exerise; instead of reduing �xed osts, it modi�es non-labor wealth, reduing the saliene

of these �xed osts. The evidene suggests that when �xed osts are heterogeneous and

hard for poliy makers to identify, as is most likely the ase for large-sale anti-poverty

programs, ash transfers are a powerful option that omplements other interventions aimed

at reduing �xed osts.

Finally, the results omplement evidene regarding the importane of redit onstraints

and apital markets in developing ountries. Interventions that attempt to expand redit

8

The design of the program is di�erent from previous experimental evidene from emblemati programs

in whih random assignment of CCTs is onduted at the luster level, suh as Shultz (2004) in the ase

of PROGRESA or the studies reviewed by Banerjee et al. (2015), and ontributes to the literature with

elastiities oming exlusively from inreases in the budget sets.

5



markets have delivered modest results overall Banerjee et al. (2015), however the results

of this program suggest that these interventions an be e�etively omplemented by small

grants in areas that are subjet to high intermediation osts that result in redit market

fritions.

2 The setting

The Bono Juanito Pinto (BJP) program was �rst announed in Otober 2006. The program

provided a ash transfer (CCT) of 200 bolivianos (approximately 25 U.S. dollars) ondi-

tional on 80% shool attendane for every hild enrolled in publi shool

9

. As opposed to

most programs in the region, this program was not means-tested and the eligibility riterion

was based on the grade the hild was enrolled in, regardless of their soioeonomi status.

This transfer represents around one-third of the monthly minimum wage for the baseline

year, 4% of average per apita yearly onsumption, around 53% of the yearly per apita

eduation spending in urban areas and more than 100% in rural areas

10

. As of 2005, the

shool enrollment rate was already high, at 90%. Moreover, dropout and non-passing rates

were below 10% before the program was implemented

11

.

In the �rst stage, the potential bene�iaries were hildren enrolled in �rst to �fth grades;

hildren who met the attendane threshold and ful�lled additional doumentation require-

ments

12

reeived the transfer at the end of the shool year (November). The funds were

disbursed by personnel from the Armed Fores in eah shool, leaving very little room for

leakage or implementation failures

13

. In Otober 2007, the program was extended to hil-

dren in sixth grade, again with disbursement of the funds at the end of the shool year.

The set of bene�iaries was expanded to hildren in seventh and eighth grades in July 2008,

but the disbursement shedule was hanged to two payments in July and November 2008.

Although the funds were disbursed in two payments, the total amount given to eah student

did not hange.

The program was implemented in a ontext of high poverty but steady eonomi growth.

In 2006, Bolivia had a per apita GDP of 4,438 U.S. dollars (PPP), just above the average

for lower middle-inome ountries and about one-third of the average for Latin Ameria

and the Caribbean

14

. However, the ountry experiened an average yearly growth rate of

5% for the years analyzed in this study. The poverty rate has fallen in reent years, from

9

In the baseline year, this aounts for 90% of hildren enrolled in either private or publi shools.

10

Soure: Own alulations based on Household Surveys (2005-06) from the National Bureau of Statistis

(INE).

11

Soure: Ministry of Eduation, see Zambrana et al. (2004).

12

A birth erti�ate or ID were required; in addition, hildren had to be aompanied by a parent or

guardian to reeive the money, generally the mother. After the seond round of the program, hildren who

did not possess a birth erti�ate or an ID ould reeive the money if they presented two witnesses who

testi�ed to their identity.

13

Although there is evidene of leakage in large-sale transfer programs in ontexts of low state apaity

(Muralidharan et al., 2016a), this issue is of minor onern in this program as self-reported data from

national household surveys show that 90% of eligible hildren reeived the transfer in the �rst stage.

14

Soure: World Development Indiators.
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60% in 2000 to 30% in 2013. However, poverty redution has not ourred at the same

rate for all: The derease in poverty was mostly driven by urban areas and women are em-

ployed at 80% of the rate for males, a di�erene that has persisted over the last 10 years.

15

.

Figure 1 shows that for male household heads or male spouses of household heads, the

share of individuals that report having worked, performed remunerated ativities or tasks

for a family business during the week preeding the data olletion date is around 95%.

On the other hand, the ratio is around 70% for female household heads or female spouses

of household heads. Two main lessons are suggested by these results. First, the high

employment rates for males suggest that job opportunities exists in this eonomy. Seond,

despite job availability, the broad gender gap in employment suggests that women fae

onstraints to entering the labor fore. This feature of the Bolivian eonomy motivates the

main question of this paper: Can inome shoks mitigate some onstraints agents fae when

deiding whether to work?

3 Data

The data for this study ome from national household surveys onduted by the National

Bureau of Statistis (INE) for the years 2002-2009. I onstruted a pooled ross-setion data

set based on 8 waves of household surveys. These surveys are independent ross-setion

samples of individuals drawn from a ommon sample frame based on the 2001 population

ensus. Surveys for the years 2002 and 2005 to 2009 were onduted between late November

and Deember of eah year. The 2003-2004 survey is a ontinuous survey applied to di�er-

ent households in two rounds: November 2003-April 2004 (2003 round) and May-Otober

2004 (2004 round).

In this study, I use a sample of hildren between 7 and 17 years old who have ompleted

at most eighth grade and who do not report being enrolled in a private shool; the sam-

ple aounts for 90% of the hildren of shool age. For eah hild, I ompute information

regarding the adults living in eah hild's household and labor market variables for the

head of household and the head of household's spouse. I fous on household heads and

heads' spouses as, on average, they represent most of eah household's inome. I use two

main measures of employment: The �rst is an indiator of whether the interviewee reports

having worked or performed remunerated ativities or tasks for a family business during

the week preeding the survey. The seond measure refers to the average hours worked

per week. To onstrut this measure I use self-reported information regarding the average

number of hours worked per day and the number of days worked in the week preeding

the interview. In the ase of unemployed people, the number of hours is 0. I fous on

these two measures as they are the standard measures used in studies analyzing responses

of labor supply to ash transfers in developing ountries suh as (Alzua et al. (2013) and

Banerjee et al. (2015)).

I omplement this dataset with information regarding the number of branhes of �nanial

15

Computations based on data from the National Bureau of Statistis (INE)- Household Surveys.
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institutions and population at the muniipality level. Information regarding the number

of branhes of �nanial institutions omes from the national regulator, the Authority of

Supervision for Finanial Institutions (ASFI), and only overs muniipalities that are also

provinial apitals (112 of 339 muniipalities), whih aount for two-thirds of the obser-

vations in my sample. Population data ome from the 2001 National Population Census

onduted by INE. Summary statistis for 2005, the year preeding the implementation of

the program, are presented in Table 2.

4 Identi�ation strategy

I take advantage of the design of the BJP program to estimate its ausal e�ets on adult

employment. I use the staggered timing and eligibility riteria of the program as the

identifying soures of variation. Although the program was implemented in all regions of the

ountry at the same time, hildren were inluded as bene�iaries of the program gradually,

based on years of shooling. Thus, the design provides variation over time and aross

individuals in a given year, suggesting a di�erene-in-di�erene approah. The program's

design is presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Program design

Years of Shooling 2002-2005 2006 2007 �2008

1 C T T T

2 C T T T

3 C T T T

4 C T T T

5 C T T T

6 C C T T

7 C C C T

8 C C C T

>8 C C C C

Note: Columns report the year in whih the information was olleted. Rows report the grades in whih hildren an be enrolled. The

entries in the table represent the treatment status of eah group at eah moment in time. �C� denotes groups that belong to the ontrol

group in a partiular year, that is, groups that are not bene�iaries of the program at that moment in time. �T� denotes groups that

belong to the treatment group in a given year; that is, hildren who, given their years of shooling (grades ompleted) are treated or

not in a partiular year. Bold letters denote the groups that are inluded in the main analysis in this study.

In order to identify the ausal e�ets of the program on work measures, I use the timing of

the program's announements, whih is arguably exogenous to households' deisions, as a

�rst soure of variation. The program inludes the entire publi-shool system. Reall that

the program was �rst announed in Otober 2006, while two expansions were announed

later, in Otober 2007 and July 2008. These dynamis are represented in the olumns of

Table 1

16

. Cash was disbursed at the end of the 2006 and 2007 shool years (November)

16

The program was �rst announed in the �rst year of the administration eleted in November 2005, whih

suggests that the announement was unexpeted with respet to the set of information the population had

in 2005.
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and in two payments in July and November of 2008.

Seond, the design of the program provides ross-setional variation at eah year based on

the program's eligibility riterion. This variation is summarized in the olumns from Table

1. In the �rst round of the program, hildren from �rst to �fth grade were eligible (hildren

with 1 to 5 years of shooling in the sample

17

), thus they onstitute the treatment group

for the �rst round (2006). The ontrol group are hildren from sixth to eighth grade (6

to 8 years of shooling). Due to the program's expansion, in the seond round hildren

in sixth grade enter the treatment group and in the third round, hildren in seventh and

eighth grades are added to the treatment group. These variations suggest a di�erene-in-

di�erene approah that ompares hanges over time in the employment rates for parents

of hildren in the treatment group before and after the program with hanges over time

in the employment rates for parents of hildren in the ontrol group before and after the

program.

In Setion 8, I disuss two potential problems with my empirial approah. First, as younger

hildren are more likely to indue di�erent opportunity osts for parents' time than older

hildren, I restrit the sample used in the main analysis to hildren between fourth and

eighth grade. This sample seletion is represented in bold letters in the entries in Table

1. Results using the whole sample (�rst-eighth grade) are presented in Appendix Table 9;

these results do not di�er from the main results of the paper. Seond, the units of obser-

vation are hildren as treatment assignment is at that level. However, note that among the

sample of students, it is possible that some treatment hildren have siblings in the ontrol

group; this implies a 40% redution of the sample and therefore a loss of statistial power.

I present the results for the entire sample, aknowledging that my estimates are likely to

represent a lower bound. In Appendix Table A.4 I indeed show that the estimates are

higher but noisier one I exlude hildren whose siblings are in a di�erent treatment group.

5 Labor supply responses and the CCT program

In this setion I provide evidene of positive treatment e�ets of the program on female

employment through an event-study approah and a di�erene-in-di�erene approah. I in-

terpret the result from both approahes as redued form e�ets (intention-to-treat e�ets).

Figure 2 shows ash reeption rates after the program announement. Compliane is high

in this ontext for all the poliy years.

Figures 3 and 4 show that there was an inrease in the total number of hours/week dediated

to work by adults right after their hildren entered the treatment group. A similar pattern

is observed for the total number of adults who report working during the week before the

interview. Figure 5 shows that the hours dediated to work and the proportion of adult

females (heads of household or spouses) who report working during the week preeding the

interview jump abruptly during the �rst period in whih their hildren enter the treatment

17

For this study, preshool is not onsidered in the omputation of years of shooling.
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group. Work outomes for adult males (heads of household or spouses) exhibit a smooth

trajetory over time. These results suggest that there were inreases in work outomes for

adult females as a onsequene of the program. To test this hypothesis more rigorously, I

estimate a �exible di�erene-in-di�erene model using the following spei�ation:

Y

ismt

= �

0

+ �

m

+ Æ

t

+ �

s

+

j=�2

X

j=�6

�

j

1[�

st

= j℄ +

k=4

X

k=0

�

k

1[�

st

= k℄ + �

ismt

(1)

Y

ismt

represents the work outome of interest for the head of household or head's spouse

from hild i's household. �

s

denotes hild i's years of shooling �xed e�ets, �

m

denotes

muniipality �xed e�ets and Æ

t

denotes year �xed e�ets. Time to treatment is denoted

by �

st

. The omitted ategory is �

st

= �1 whih denotes the year before a hild with s years

of shooling enters the treatment group. Standard errors are lustered at the muniipality

level.

Figures 6 and 7 plot the point estimates for �

j

and their respetive on�dene intervals for

work outomes. Again, Figure 7 shows that there is a signi�ant jump in the hours/week

worked and employment status for adult females.

To assess the validity of the ommon trends assumption, I test two null hypotheses. First, I

test whether the sum of the di�erene-in-di�erene oe�ients �

j

for the periods preeding

the program is di�erent than zero. Panel A in Table 3 shows that it is not possible to

rejet the null hypothesis of �

�6

+ ::: + �

�2

= 0 for all the work outomes. Complemen-

tarily, Panel B in Table 3 shows that it is not possible to rejet the null hypothesis that all

the di�erene-in-di�erene oe�ients for periods preeding the program are jointly zero

(�

�6

= ::: = �

�2

= 0).

To apture the average impat of the program for all the periods following the intervention

and to inrease statistial power, I estimate treatment e�ets following a standard di�erene-

in-di�erene approah:

Y

ismt

= �

0

+ �

m

+ Æ

t

+ �

s

+ �T

st

+X

ismt

 + �

ismt

(2)

Again Y

ismt

denotes the outome of interest. T

st

is an indiator that takes the value of

1 for the periods in whih hildren with s years of shooling enter the treatment group

(i.e.�

st

� 0).

Table 4 presents treatment e�ets for working outomes; the results are robust even after

inluding group-spei� linear time trends. Considering suggestive evidene of di�erential

shoks between the treatment and ontrol group in period �

st

= �5, depited in Figures 6

and 7), I expliitly inlude a dummy that takes the value of 1 whenever �

st

= �5. Results

are also robust to this spei�ation and are presented in Appendix Table A.1.

Two results are worth onsidering: �rst, there is no evidene of negative e�ets on work

outomes. In most spei�ations it is possible to rejet the null of negative treatment ef-

fets � < 0 at 10%. In the ase of work outomes for adult males, the point estimates are

10



preisely estimated zeros. These results on�rm evidene from previous studies of CCT

programs (Alzua et al. (2013), Banerjee et al. (2015) and Skou�as and Maro (2008)).

More importantly, there is evidene of positive treatment e�ets for females both at the ex-

tensive and intensive margins. I �nd that the program inreases the number of hours/week

that female household heads report by 2.5 units and it indues an inrease of 4 perentage

points in the probability of being employed for female heads. These e�ets represent 9%

of the baseline mean in the ase of work hours (6% onditional on working) and 6% in the

ase of employment. The e�ets are small, and onsistent with a small inome shok in-

dued by the CCT program. These results are also onsistent with previous evidene found

by Alzua et al. (2013) and Skou�as and Maro (2008) in the ontext of the PROGRESA

program in Mexio for work hours for females. The results also omplement suggestive

evidene of positive e�ets on employment from the Bolsa Familia program in Brazil

(de Brauw et al., 2015)

18

. Consistent with a ontext in whih there is a large, stagnant

gender gap in employment, the positive e�et of the ash transfer program manifests in the

most disadvantaged population: adult females who are household heads or heads' spouses.

5.1 Cash or ondition?

To have a better understanding of the nature of the shok and analyze the extent to

whih the inrease in labor supply was driven by either the ash or ondition ompo-

nent of the program, I test for heterogeneity in treatment e�ets based on how binding

the ondition omponent of the program was. Understanding whih feature of the program

indued the treatment e�ets observed in the previous setion will shed light on the in-

terpretation of the program as either an inome shok (ash) or a relief of adult females'

time onstraint (ondition). Evidene regarding the role of ondition in CCT programs

is mixed: de Brauw and Hoddinott (2011) and Filmer and Shady (2011) provide evidene

of a stronger role of the ondition omponent of these programs. Yet Baird et al. (2011)

show that even an unonditional ash transfer (UCT) an indue hanges in behavior in the

diretion intended by the ondition omponent of CCT programs; Benhassine et al. (2015)

show that simply labeling a UCT as a CCT is enough to enourage the intended behavior.

In order to provide a deeper understanding of the type of shok indued by the program, I

test whether the impat omes from parents of hildren for whom the ondition omponent

was binding or from parents of hildren who didn't modify behavior in order to reeive the

transfer.

The ondition omponent of the program required that hildren attend 80% of shool days

during the shool year in order to reeive the transfer. To test whether the treatment ef-

fet omes from marginal or inframarginal agents, it would be ideal to ompute treatment

e�ets for hildren whose baseline attendane rate is below 80% (marginal agents) and for

those whose baseline attendane rate is above 80%. Sine the dataset in this study does

18

de Brauw et al. (2015) use a propensity sore re-weighting approah that relies on seletion on observ-

able harateristis. The empirial approah in this study ontributes with novel evidene from a natural

experiment.
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not follow hildren over time, I do not observe the attendane rate in the absene of the

program or at baseline. Nevertheless, I use the 2004 round of the household surveys, a

baseline year, to estimate a probit model for attendane using demographi harateristis.

I then use the oe�ients to predit the 2004 attendane rate for all the hildren in the

study sample

19

.I interpret this predited attendane rate as the average attendane rate a

hild would have, had the hild been observed in the 2004 sample; this is a ounterfatual

baseline attendane rate.

The 2004 round of the survey is partiularly useful for two reasons. First, the information

was olleted during the months of May to November of 2004, overing most of the shool

year. In other years, the household survey data was olleted in Deember, one the shool

year had ended. Sine the period of referene in the surveys is the week before the survey

interview, most interviewees respond that hildren didn't attend shool beause of summer

vaation.

20

. However, this is not the ase in the 2004 wave as it overs a period that o-

inides with the shool year. Seond, the 2004 wave provides information regarding shool

attendane based on several months rather than just a single month as opposed to the rest

of the surveys. As the sample is random, for eah hild interviewed in month m of the 2004

wave, there is another similar hild interviewed in the upoming months; this means that

this attendane rate also aptures variation aross months within the shool year. Figure

8 depits the distribution of the baseline ounterfatual attendane rate. Note that around

80% of the sample orresponds to hildren with an attendane rate above the ondition.

Table 6 reports triple di�erenes estimates using the predited baseline attendane rate as

a third di�erene (olumns (1) and (4)). I interpret this third di�erene as a measure of

the saliene of the ondition omponent in the program. For hildren with a low baseline

attendane rate, the shok indued by the program is interpreted as a mix between ash

and ondition; for hildren with a high baseline attendane rate, the shok indued by

the program is interpreted as a pure inome shok as these hildren would have attended

shool in the absene of the program. The results suggest that the treatment e�ets on

work outomes are an inreasing funtion of the baseline attendane rate. The treatment

e�ets evaluated at the 90th perentile of attendane rate are 3.4 hours (p-value=0.002) and

0.05 perentage points (p-value=0.001) for hours and the probability of work respetively.

Estimates at the 10th perentile are very small and statistially not di�erent from zero in

both ases (see bottom panel of Table 6).

To test this hypothesis with higher power, I estimate a triple-di�erene model using an

indiator of whether hild i's attendane rate is below the ondition threshold (0.8, see

olumns (2) and (5)) and whether hild i's attendane rate is below the median (olumns

(3) and (6)). Results show that work outomes for adults related to inframarginal hildren

19

The probit model was estimated using a full set of dummy variables regarding age and years of shooling;

household indiators, inluding indiators for whether the household is loated in a rural or urban area, the

number of people in the household, and whether the head of household is male; hildren's harateristis

suh as gender; and indiators for speaking Spanish as a �rst language and whether the survey respondent

self-identi�ed as indigenous. Appendix Figure A.4 shows that the model has good out-of-sample predition

power aross all the age ategories.
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For those hildren not on vaation, the average attendane rate is 98%.
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are higher. The e�ets for marginal hildren are even null in the ase of hours/week and

not signi�ant in the ase of employment. In general, the positive impat on employment

for adult females related to inframarginal hildren aounts for 90% of the overall treat-

ment e�et omputed in Table 4. This result is not surprising as shooling outomes were

already high before the program was implemented. Moreover, the announements of the

implementation and expansion of the program were made one the shool year was lose to

its end; for example, the �rst announement was made in Otober 2006, a month before the

shool year was over, leaving redued sope for behavior adjustment in order to meet the

onditions. Appendix Table A.5 shows that there were no overall e�ets on employment for

hildren and small e�ets on enrollment that vanish one I allow for group-spei� trends.

All together, the evidene suggests that the e�ets of the program on labor supply ome

mostly from an inome shok.

6 Dependene or onstraints?

The results from the preeding setions ontradit evidene from developed ountries show-

ing small negative responses in labor supply after exposure to ash welfare programs (Hoynes

(1996) and Hoynes and Shanzenbah (2012)) and are onsistent with evidene from devel-

oping ountries that fails to �nd negative e�ets of ash transfer on adults' labor supply

(Alzua et al. (2013),Banerjee et al. (2015)). In this setion, I outline a simple framework

that uni�es these divergent results. I do so by referring to a traditional idea behind

the proess of development: In a ontext of imperfetions in apital markets, eonomi

performane (either prosperity or stagnation) depends on the initial wealth distribution

(Banerjee and Newman, 1993). I sketh a stylized model for labor fore partiipation that

inludes �xed osts to enter the labor fore and fritions in apital markets. In this envi-

ronment, there is seletion into employment based on initial wealth. The model suggests

three testable impliations: i) an inome shok an push people into the labor fore, onsis-

tent with the evidene presented in the previous setion; ii) the e�ets of an inome shok

should be bigger when apital market fritions are more salient; and, iii) the e�ets of an

inome shok should a�et the deision to work and not the intensive margin of labor supply.

Consider a household omposed of one individual deriving utility u from onsumption 

i

.

For simpliity, let the utility funtion be u() = 

i

21

. The household is endowed with initial

wealth v

i

and alloates hours of labor inelastially to the only possible job always available

in this eonomy, reeiving earnings equal to w. There is a ost p

i

of entering the labor fore.

The timing is as follows: In period t = 0 the household deides whether to over the �xed

ost using its initial wealth v

i

or borrowing a

i

, using funds available in omplete �nanial

markets at a zero real interest rate. In period t = 1, onditional on its deision in period

t = 0, the household maximizes utility subjet to its budget onstraint. I assume that if

a household deides to over the �xed ost, the household �nds a job instantaneously. For

example, this an be the ase of self-employment. Let �

i

2 f0; 1g denote the deision of

21

I hoose this utility funtion sine I want to analyze a model for labor supply deisions at the extensive

rather than at the intensive margin. Introduing a trade-o� between onsumption and leisure doesn't modify

the main preditions of the model. Moreover, I assume that, onditional on working, agents behave aording

to the neolassial model.
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investing in the �xed ost. If the household deides to invest, then �

i

= 1; if the household

doesn't invest then �

i

= 0; in the latter ase, the household member stays outside the labor

fore.

This framework is onsistent with several �xed osts or fritions disussed in the develop-

ment eonomis literature and tries to apture heterogeneity in �xed osts over households.

In some ases p

i

an be the market value of the minimum alori intake neessary to on-

dut a task and be hosen by employers as in Dasgupta and Ray (1986). Alternatively, p

i

ould represent the ost of attaining the minimum onsumption of omfort goods that are

neessary for women to fous on working rather than exlusively on household hores as

in Banerjee and Mullainathan (2008). Alternatively, p

i

ould represent the ost of sending

hildren to preshool and therefore free up time to be alloated to labor (Casio, 2009). In

ontexts of high saliene of self-employment, p

i

ould represent the value of apital nees-

sary for agriulture or a family business as in de Mel et al. (2008) or Blattman et al. (2014).

Fixed osts an also be present outside self-employment; p

i

ould represent the prie of a

bus tiket in the ontext of seasonal migration (Bryan et al., 2014). Fixed osts an be

nonpeuniary: p

i

ould represent the ost of paperwork to obtain land/house titles, as the

absene of title ould result in lak of labor fore partiipation (Field, 2007).

The household maximizes:

max

;a;�

u(

i

) = 

i

s. t.



i

= w � a

i

if � = 1 and t = 1



i

= v

i

if � = 0 and t = 1

v

i

+ a

i

= p

i

if t = 0



i

� 0

Using bakward indution, the household will deide to invest in the �xed ost and therefore

work if and only if w � p

i

. In this setting, even with fritions in the labor market, work-

ing deisions do not depend on initial wealth. Note, however, that with heterogeneity in

�xed osts, households that fae higher �xed osts will only work if wages are high enough

to make it pro�table. For instane, in an eonomy with higher �xed osts for females,

there would be a higher employment rate for males at the same market wage. This is on-

sistent with the Bolivian gender gap in employment as disussed in Setion 2 (see Figure 1).

Consider now an environment in whih there are intermediation osts for the lender that

lead to a risk premium over the interest rate that the household head would earn when

depositing her money in a savings aount or investing in a risk-free asset. Denote this

premium as r. Note that now the household an either deide to self-�nane the �xed ost

and invest the remaining funds in a zero-real-interest-rate, riskless asset or borrow some

money from either a bank or an informal lender at rate r > 0. There are no exogenous

redit onstraints in this eonomy but there is a spread between lending and saving interest

rates that re�ets potential fritions in the redit market. In period t = 0 the household
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faes the same budget onstraint but depending on whether a

i

> 0 or not, the household

member will fae di�erent budget onstraints in period t = 1.



i

= w � a

i

(1 + r) if �

i

= 1 , t = 1 and a

i

> 0



i

= w � (v

i

� p

i

) if �

i

= 1 , t = 1 and a

i

� 0



i

= v

i

if �

i

= 0 and t = 1

v

i

+ a = p

i

if t = 0

Suppose household i faes �xed osts p

i

< w and is endowed with an initial wealth v

i

� p

i

.

As borrowing and self-�naning are perfet substitutes, this household piks the least ex-

pensive option: self-�naning. On the other hand, if v

i

< p the household an only over

the �xed ost by borrowing at rate r in an amount equal to a

i

= p

i

� v

i

. Consider now a

household with a high initial wealth v

H

suh that v

H

� ~p. This household enters the labor

fore if and only if w � ~p. Thus, this household lives in a ontext where �nanial market

fritions are not salient. However, the story is di�erent for a household faing the same

wages (w) and �xed osts (~p) but with low initial wealth v

L

suh that v

L

< ~p. In order to

work, this household has to �nane the �xed ost by borrowing at a rate r. This means

that this household will only work if w � ~p+ (~p� v

L

)r.

Let �w

H

= ~p and �w

L

= ~p+ (~p� v

L

)r denote the reservation wage orresponding to house-

holds with high and low inome, respetively. Sine ~p � v

L

> 0, we have that �w

L

> �w

H

.

This means that households with lower wealth need a higher market wage in order to deide

to work. This di�erene arises beause of the interation of fritions in the labor market

(�xed osts p) and fritions in the �nanial market r > 0. In this ase poor households

have low onsumption levels beause they an't work, and they an't work beause they

are simply too poor. Minimal assumptions were needed to generate the possibility of a

poverty trap: as in Banerjee and Newman (1993), eonomi performane, either prosperity

or stagnation, depends on where in the distribution of initial wealth a household is loated.

In this environment, there are three testable preditions from the model.

Predition 1: A positive inome shok an inrease the probability of working.

Consider a shok �

i

suh that �

i

� p

i

� v

L

. This inome shok pushes the new inome

v

0

i

= v

L

+ �

i

above the �xed ost. In this ase, poor agents an self-�nane its entrane to

the work fore and will work as long as the market wage w is greater than the �xed ost.

This inome shok pushes the household from an equilibrium of involuntary unemployment

to one with employment. This predition is onsistent with the results found in Setion 5:

An inome shok an push people into the labor fore. However, note that this e�et has a

loal nature as only the households for whom the inome shok is large enough to over the

gap between their �xed osts and wealth endowments will be pushed into the labor fore

(individuals at the margin); less fortunate households will fae binding onstraints even

after the shok.

Heterogeneity in wealth and �xed osts ould explain some stylized fats in the empiri-

al literature on CCTs. Emblemati CCT programs aim to help the most disadvantaged
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part of the population. In partiular, means-testing or proxy-means-testing mehanisms

are popular targeting tools

22

. To the extent that these programs e�etively target the least

advantaged population (i.e., the ones with higher p

i

� v

i

) it ould be the ase that studies

of the impat of CCT programs on labor supply fail to �nd e�ets on employment as, given

an inome shok, the gap between wealth and �xed osts is simply too large. In this study,

eligibility for the program is fairly orthogonal to wealth and �xed osts as its design does not

involve a means-tested targeting mehanism; therefore the evaluation aptures the entire

distribution of p

i

� v

i

. In the same spirit, Blattman et al. (2014) �nd positive impats of

random assignment of grants on work hours among program appliants. Although poor by

any metri, the appliants in that study were better o� than the average agents in Uganda.

These agents were redit-onstrained and proposed start-ups in setors with low �xed osts;

in other words, these were agents for whom p

i

� v

i

was low.

Predition 2: The e�et of an inome shok �

i

should be higher when there are

borrowing onstraints. Despite evidene supporting the role of informal soures of redit

in replaing formal institutions as a risk-sharing tool (Besley et al. (1993), Kinnan and Townsend

(2012), Angelui and De Giorgi (2009)), the hypothesis of perfet onsumption smoothing

is generally rejeted Townsend (1994). This suggests that some households are redit-

onstrained even when there are informal redit markets. Consider the ase of a household

with non-labor inome v

L

suh that v

L

< p

i

. This household would borrow from the bank

or informal lender if �w

L

= p

i

+ (p

i

� v

L

)r. Let �a > 0 denote the maximum amount a

household an get from the informal lender. This household solves:

max

;a;�

u() = 

i

s. t.



i

= w � a

i

(1 + r) if � = 1 , t = 1



i

= v

L

if � = 0 and t = 1

v

L

+ a

i

= p

i

if t = 0

a � �a

i

 � 0

In the interior solution, when the redit onstraint is not binding, this household uses

the same deision rule as in the unonstrained ase and there is still seletion into em-

ployment arising from the interation of �xed osts and other fritions in apital markets.

Moreover, when redit onstraints bind, although it is pro�table to work, the household

member won't be able to work beause of her inability to over the �xed ost. In a ontext

of redit onstraints the problem households fae is even more ompliated: Even if r is

small, households that would like to borrow at the urrent rate wouldn't be able to borrow

optimally; those households faing a redit onstraint �a

i

suh that v

L

+ �a

i

< p

i

will not

work. However, note that an inome shok �

i

suh that v

L

+ �

i

+ �a

i

= p

i

will push house-

holds into the labor fore. In this model, both types of �nanial fritions interat with

22

Fiszbein et al. (2009) provide a omprehensive summary of targeting mehanisms for CCT programs.

Large-sale programs suh as PROGRESA and BOLSA FAMILIA follow this approah.
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labor market fritions and yield a result in whih households sort into the labor fore based

on their initial wealth. The inrease in the e�et of an inome shok omes from house-

holds who �nd it pro�table to borrow at rate r but an't borrow as muh as they would like.

Predition 3: Inome shoks should a�et labor supply positively only at the

extensive margin. So far, the model skethed in this setion doesn't onsider labor sup-

ply at the intensive margin. This approah was hosen in order to fous only on orner

solutions. Interior solutions in a model with a trade-o� between onsumption and leisure

should behave as in the neolassial model one the agent deides to work; onditional on

working, a household hooses how many hours to work, equalizing marginal rates of sub-

stitution between onsumption and leisure with the real market wage. In this ontext, an

inome shok has non-inreasing e�ets on hours worked. Note, however, that a positive

e�et on hours worked an be observed in a riher model in whih time o� work an be

produtive for household onsumption as in Beker (1965); in this ase, the positive e�et

requires that households substitute away from time-intensive goods.

6.1 Testing the impliations of the model

6.1.1 Labor supply and �xed osts to work

In this setion, I test for the saliene of �xed osts to enter the labor fore. I do this in two

steps. First, I show that despite �nding e�ets at both the intensive and extensive margin

of work for adult females, the e�ets ome mainly from responses at the extensive margin.

Seond, I show that these e�ets are assoiated with inreases in the probability of being

self-employed due to the program, suggesting that the responses in employment ome from

small businesses, a setor that faes small but salient �xed osts.

The theoretial framework skethed in this paper suggests that the impats of an inome

shok should be related to the extensive margin of labor supply rather than the intensive

margin, as I assume that one the deision to work is taken, the agents behave aording to

a neolassial model. So far, the results presented in Table 5 show signi�ant impats on

hours/week worked by females. Yet the measure of work hours inludes zeros for females

who do not work. Although �xed osts are unobserved and heterogeneous, if they are salient

they should manifest in the labor supply responses to an inome shok only at the bottom

of the distribution of work hours. To empirially test this hypothesis, I estimate treatment

e�ets along the umulative distribution funtion of work hours.

Let H

i

denote the hours worked weekly by hild i's mother. Let Y

x

i

be an indiator funtion

Y

x

i

= 1[h

i

> x℄ denoting whether hild i's mother reported working more than x hours the

week before the interview (x 2 [0;

�

h℄).

Y

x

ismt

= �+ �

m

+ Æ

t

+ �

s

+ �(x)T

st

+X

ismt

 + e

ismt

(3)

The parameter of interest is �(x), whih represents the di�erene-in-di�erene estimate for

the ITT e�et on the umulative density funtion of hours/week worked evaluated at x. If
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there are �xed osts to enter the labor fore, then treatment e�ets should only manifest

through the extensive margin. Formally, this means that �(x) is a non-inreasing funtion

of x with �(0) as interept. Figure 9 plots the estimated oe�ients

^

�(x) from (3) against

x for the ase of adult females. Note that the treatment e�ets, for most values of x, are

signi�ant and onstant at

^

�(0). Although there are some inreases around x = 20

23

,

the biggest jump in the treatment e�ets omes at the bottom of the distribution of work-

ing hours, on�rming the �xed-ost hypothesis. This result omplements evidene from

reent literature that analyzes variation in partiularly salient �xed osts to work suh as

Bryan et al. (2014) and Field (2007). This paper identi�es a omplementary omparative

statis exerise; instead of reduing �xed osts, it modi�es non-labor wealth and redues

the saliene of these �xed osts.

The �xed-osts to work hypothesis suggests that the positive e�ets on work outomes

should ome from a measure of labor markets deeply related to business ativity: self-

employment. Table 5 provides evidene of positive treatment e�ets of the ash transfer

program on self-employment for adult females (heads of household or head's spouse). These

e�ets are not related with work inside the household. The dependent variable is an in-

diator funtion that takes the value of 1 for self-employed females and 0 for unemployed

females; it measures the transition from unemployment to self-employment. As the ash

transfer relieves liquidity onstraints, this �nding omplements mild positive results on

self-employment and business start-up from interventions expanding the supply of miro-

redit (Banerjee et al., 2015) (Kaboski and Townsend, 2012). Moreover, previous evidene

from Mexio (Gertler et al., 2012) shows that the long-term gains in onsumption due to

the OPORTUNIDADES program an be explained by an inrease in produtive invest-

ment indued by the program. The inreases in employment for females mostly related to

self-employment omplements these long-term results with short-term responses in labor

supply. Similarly, this set of results omplements reent evidene on inreases in work

hours due to a random alloation of grants to groups of redit-onstrained start-up appli-

ants with projets with low �xed osts as in Blattman et al. (2014). Overall, if the proess

of development is about a realloation of resoures from subsistene agriultural prodution

to entrepreneurship, moving people from unemployment to self-employment ould be the

�rst step in that proess.

6.1.2 Labor supply responses and redit markets

To test whether the impat of the program is higher for individuals who are either more

redit-onstrained or fae stronger redit market imperfetions, I estimate a triple-di�erene

model that extends the di�erene-in-di�erene model from equation (2) by inluding a third

soure of variation: the number of �nanial institution branhes per 100,000 individuals in

eah muniipality at baseline. These data are only available for muniipalities that are

provinial apitals (112 out of 339 muniipalities), however two-thirds of my sample belong

to these loalities. I interpret this ross-muniipality variation as a shift in redit market

imperfetions: Areas with low supply of �nanial servies have a limited set of �naning

23

These extra inreases at x = 20 are onsistent with a ontext of under-employment or agents overoming

�xed osts for a seond oupation.
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options for loal households, leading to higher redit onstraints; they also exhibit less om-

petition for informal lenders, allowing repayment rates to be potentially higher. Columns

(1) and (4) from Table 7 report triple-di�erene estimates for hours/week and the proba-

bility of working the week prior to the interview. The results show that the e�et is higher

for females in areas with high redit-market imperfetions.

To show that heterogeneity in treatment e�ets does not ome from the fat that rural

areas are more redit-onstrained than urban areas, I estimate a model that inludes a

full set of interations between rural-urban dummies, years of shooling and years �xed ef-

fets: a triple-di�erene oe�ient using urban-rural dummies. Columns (3) and (6) show

that even aounting for potential treatment-e�et heterogeneity aross urban and rural

areas, the negative slope with respet to aess to �nanial servies remains strong and

hene the results are not simply driven by treatment-e�et heterogeneity due to geography.

The results in this paper suggest that the ash transfers were more salient for households

that were more likely to fae redit onstraints. These results omplement evidene from

Blattman et al. (2014); in that study, the pool of potential bene�iaries of the ash grant,

although redit-onstrained, was very homogeneous, providing little variane in terms of

redit onstraints. In this study, although I don't observe baseline ash holdings, the ross-

muniipality variation allows me to apture signi�ant treatment-e�et heterogeneity based

on redit-market imperfetions.

7 Potential alternative mehanisms

In this setion I disuss alternative mehanisms that ould explain the positive labor sup-

ply responses to the program; I also disuss the plausibility of these hannels given the

evidene found in the empirial exerises presented in this study. I present two alternative

explanations: an aggregate demand mehanism indued by the injetion of ash into the

loal eonomy and the relaxation of adult females' time onstraints due to the ondition

omponent of the program.

One partiular hallenge in interpreting the redued-form treatment e�ets from stud-

ies that evaluate the impat of large-sale ash transfer programs is the presene of gen-

eral equilibrium e�ets that are onfounded with diret inome shoks on treatment units

(Aemoglu, 2010). The Bolivian program, despite providing a small transfer to eah bene�-

iary hild, injeted money into the loal eonomy in a short period of time. If this transfer

inreased aggregate demand in the loal eonomy and hene wages, then it ould be the

ase that some agents deided to work at that higher wage. This mehanism has been do-

umented in the development eonomis literature that analyzes general equilibrium e�ets

after large-sale interventions

24

. However, the nature of the shok studied in this paper

di�ers from the shoks indued by other CCT interventions analyzed by Alzua et al. (2013)

24

Alzua et al. (2013) �nd positive e�ets of the PROGRESA CCT program on wages for males. Similarly,

Kaboski and Townsend (2012) and Muralidharan et al. (2016b) �nd inreases on wages after the implemen-

tation of the Million Baht Fund program in Thailand and a large-sale publi works program (NREG) in

Andha Pradesh, India, respetively.
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and Banerjee et al. (2015): in those studies the treatment is randomly assigned aross lus-

ters and their estimates are based on ross-luster omparisons. In this study, the treatment

e�ets are identi�ed using arguably exogenous individual and time series variation within

lusters, as both spei�ations in equations (1) and (2) inlude muniipality �xed e�ets.

This means that potential e�ets through pries are isolated as omparisons are performed

within lusters. If there was an inrease in wages, this inrease a�eted the treatment and

ontrol groups similarly. Moreover, if the e�ets were driven by inreases in wages, then

households who are less exposed to redit-market imperfetions should be better able to

respond as they an borrow to over the �xed ost of working. The evidene found in

Setion 6.1.2 (see Table 7) suggests the opposite, as the treatment e�et is a dereasing

funtion of the degree of redit-market imperfetions.

Seond, sine the program's main objetive was to inrease attendane and enrollment

among the hildren who were the bene�iaries, the inrease in labor supply for adult fe-

males ould be explained by the relief of a time onstraint rather than an inome shok.

Two piees of evidene from this study suggest that this may not be the ase. First, the

positive treatment e�ets are driven by bene�iaries who would have attended shool even

in the absene of the program as disussed in Setion 5.1. Seond, after ontrolling for

di�erential trends, I an't �nd evidene supporting inreases in enrollment due to the pro-

gram. Appendix Table A.5 shows di�erene-in-di�erene estimates of the program on the

probability of enrolling in shool the year after eah ohort was exposed and the probability

of working the year the transfer was disbursed. The evidene suggests that there were not

e�ets on outomes for hildren.

8 Robustness heks and methodologial issues

In this setion I disuss two empirial hallenges and ondut two robustness heks that

rule out potential threats to my identi�ation strategy and my results. First, the main

analysis inludes hildren from fourth to eighth grade only, exluding younger hildren as

they may have di�erential trends arising from di�erential opportunity osts for parents'

time. In Setion A.2 of the appendix, I repliate the main graphial evidene from this

study but inluding younger hildren (see �gures A.1 and A.2). Regression results using

the whole sample (�rst-eighth grade) are presented on Appendix Table A.2. The results

are fairly similar in all of the spei�ations. Note that in this ase, I am able to detet

signi�ant inreases in total household labor supply, measured by the total number of work

hours for all adults in the household (See panel A in Appendix Table A.2).

Seond, sine treatment assignment is at the hild level, the units of observation in my

dataset are hildren. However, note that among the sample of students, it is possible that

some treatment hildren have siblings in the ontrol group; this would imply that data for

their parents is ounted both in the treatment and ontrol group. This ould be a soure

of downward bias of the estimates. Sine exluding hildren with siblings with di�erential

treatment status implies reduing the sample by 40% with the resulting loss of statistial

power, I present the results for the entire sample, aknowledging that my estimates are
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likely to be a lower bound. In Setion A.3 of the Appendix (Table A.4) I show that the

estimates are higher but noisier one I exlude hildren whose siblings are in a di�erent

treatment group.

9 Conluding remarks and disussion

This paper analyzes whether positive inome shoks an ause inreases in labor supply

using a large-sale onditional ash transfer program implemented through Bolivia's publi

shools. Contrary to preditions from the neolassial model and the evidene from ash

welfare programs in developed eonomies, I �nd that an inome shok an push people into

the labor fore. In partiular, I �nd that this is so for adult females, either household heads

or heads' spouses. This result is onsistent with systemati evidene from CCT programs

in developing ountries of non-negative inome labor supply elastiities (Alzua et al. (2013)

and Banerjee et al. (2015)). I also �nd evidene that the positive impat of the program

on adult females' labor supply omes from women whose hildren would have attended

shool in the absene of the program, suggesting that the ash rather than the ondition

omponent of the program explains the e�ets. This result rules out responses in labor

markets due to the relief of time onstraints for adults.

To understand the eonomis behind these results, I provide a simple explanation that

uni�es the results from developed and developing ountries. One I introdue �xed osts

to enter the labor fore and redit-market imperfetions that lead to either high repay-

ment interest rates or borrowing onstraints into a stylized labor-fore partiipation model,

seletion into employment is based on initial wealth. In this environment, two equilibria

are present in the eonomy: one in whih agents are rih enough to self-�nane the �xed

osts to work and another in whih the agents are simply too poor to work�a poverty trap.

In this ontext, an inome shok an move agents from an equilibrium with involuntary

unemployment to one with employment, onsistent with the main result of this paper. I

�nd that the program inreased the probability of working by 4 perentage points and the

weekly hours worked by 2.5 hours for female household heads. These e�ets are assoiated

with similar impats on self-employment, a setor with �xed osts. The e�ets are small as

the inome shok is small, and are onsistent with the theoretial approah in this paper

suggesting that the e�ets ome from agents at the margin.

Why do labor supply studies in developed ountries �nd negative inome elastiities, but

this is not the ase for developing ountries? The theoretial framework developed in this

study suggests that if agents don't fae �xed osts and redit onstraints, then their behav-

ior should be onsistent with the neolassial model. This should be the ase for ountries

that are far along in the proess of development. However, the reality may be quite di�erent

in ountries that are further down the ladder in this proess. Underdevelopment omes with

strong barriers to work and redit markets that are far from perfet. When ash aid reahes

agents in this environment, some agents may use that money to over basi needs, while

others will �nd the extra liquidity needed to begin moving out of poverty. As disussed in
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the theoretial framework, those agents who are luky enough to be lose to overing their

�xed osts will exhibit positive labor supply responses.

Why then have other studies in developing ountries not found positive e�ets of inome on

labor supply? The theoretial framework proposed and tested in this paper and the design

of the program provide insights for understanding why other studies were not able to �nd

positive responses. Suessful, emblemati CCT programs are means-tested and therefore

a�et a partiularly disadvantaged share of the population. If the households that an take

advantage of the inome shok are only those that are lose to overing their �xed osts,

as the theoretial framework suggests, programs that fous exlusively on the most disad-

vantaged agents will fail to apture agents who would potentially use the extra resoures

as a tool to esape involuntary unemployment. Studies suh as Alzua et al. (2013) and

Banerjee et al. (2015) fous on ontexts in whih the program bene�iaries are simply too

poor to take advantage of the shok. This same logi also explains why Blattman et al.

(2014) �nd strong e�ets on work hours; they targeted agents who despite being poor

aording to several metris, are better o� than most of the Ugandan population. The

Bolivian program studied in this paper is not means-tested and reahes around 90% of hil-

dren of shool age, apturing the entire distribution of �xed osts and redit onstraints.

This provides an empirial approah with enough power to apture positive responses in

labor supply due to the program.

Altogether, the results suggests that an apparent trade-o� between immediate poverty re-

dutions and long-term poverty alleviation might not be salient in ontexts of �xed osts

to work and redit onstraints, two key features of developing eonomies. This potential

trade-o� would arise from dependene generated by these inome transfers; nonetheless,

the results suggest that onstraints rather than dependene may explain viious irles of

poverty. Consistent with reent evidene regarding investments in human apital and skills

after winning ash grants (Blattman et al., 2014) and long-term improvements in onsump-

tion driven by agriultural investment in Mexio (Gertler et al., 2012), the results suggest

that the �rst step to limbing the ladder of development is overoming the barriers house-

holds fae to simply start working.
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10 Figures

10.1 Gender gap in employment

Figure 1: Gender disparities in employment
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The �gure depits employment rates for female and male heads of household or heads' spouses, on

the left axis. Employment rate is measured as the share of people of working age who report having

worked the week prior to the survey interview.
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10.2 Treatment ompliane

Figure 2: Cash reeption
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The �gure shows the proportion of bene�iary hildren who report having reeived the transfer for

eah year before and after the exposure of hild i to the program. Time to treatment is equal to 0

in the �rst period in whih treatment kiks in. Uptake rates are omputed based on self-reported

information regarding the year preeding the survey interview.
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10.3 Household labor market partiipation before and after the program

Figure 3: Total hours worked (per week) - household adults
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The �gure depits means for the total weekly hours worked by adults in hild i's household before

and after hild i is exposed to treatment. Time to treatment is equal to 0 in the �rst period in

whih treatment kiks in.

Figure 4: Number of adults working
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The �gure depits means for the number of employed adults in hild i's household before and after

hild i is exposed to treatment. Time to treatment is equal to 0 in the �rst period in whih treatment

kiks in.
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Figure 5: Employment and hours worked (weekly) for adults
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females (heads of household or spouses) in hild i's household before and after hild i is exposed

to treatment. The bottom panel depits weekly hours for both adult males and females. Time to

treatment is equal to 0 in the �rst period in whih treatment kiks in.
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11 Flexible di�erene-in-di�erene estimates

Figure 6: Treatment e�ets on total household labor supply (adults): Total weekly hours

worked (left) and number of adults working
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The �gure depits OLS oe�ients from equation (1). Left-hand panel: Eh oe�ient estimates

di�erenes in di�erenes on hours worked by adults between the treatment and ontrol group with

respet to the period just before the program was implemented (� = �1). The dependent variable

measures the total number of hours worked by adults in hild i's household. Standard errors

are lustered at the muniipality level. Right-hand panel: Eah oe�ient estimates di�erenes in

di�erenes on adult employment between the treatment and ontrol group with respet to the period

just before the program was implemented (� = �1). The dependent variable measures the number

of adults employed in hild i's household. Standard errors are lustered at the muniipality level.
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Figure 7: Treatment e�ets on employment and work hours for adults
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The �gure depits OLS oe�ients from equation (1). Eah oe�ient estimates di�erenes in

di�erenes on the relevant measure of labor supply between the treatment and ontrol group with

respet to the period just before the program was implemented (� = �1) . The top panel depits

e�ets on the probability of working, the bottom panel depits e�ets on weekly work hours. The

plots on the left are the results for adult males while those on the right are results for adult females.

Standard errors are lustered at the muniipality level.
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11.1 Counterfatual attendane

Figure 8: CDF of predited attendane rate
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The �gure plots the umulative probability funtion for the ounterfatual attendane rate. The

vertial line denotes the uto� determined by the ondition omponent of the CCT program, while

the horizontal line denotes the proportion of the sample loated below the ondition uto�.
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11.2 Treatment e�ets along the distribution of work hours

Figure 9: Treatment e�ets on the CDF of weekly work hours for adult females
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The �gure depits treatment e�ets estimated through OLS based on (3). Eah oe�ient estimates

di�erenes in di�erenes on the probability of working at least x hours between adult females

belonging to households from treated hildren and ontrol hildren, before and after the program.

Standard errors are lustered at the muniipality level.
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12 Tables

12.1 Summary statistis

Table 2: Summary Statistis at Baseline

N Mean Std.Dev Min Max

Panel A: Work Outomes (Adults - Household)

Total hours/week 2520 76.51 46.68 0 211

Number of adults who worked last week 2556 1.69 0.89 0 4

Number of self-employed adults 2536 0.69 0.64 0 2

Number of adults working at home 2534 0.05 0.22 0 1

Panel B: Work Outomes (Female household heads / heads' spouses)

Total hours/week 2397 26.27 25.54 0 84

Total hours/week (onditional on working) 1566 40.20 20.92 1 84

Worked last week 2417 0.66 0.48 0 1

Self-employed 2417 0.29 0.45 0 1

Works at home 2417 0.05 0.22 0 1

Panel C: Work Outomes (Male household heads / heads' spouses)

Total hours/week 2090 47.35 21.41 0 91

Total hours/week (onditional on working) 1977 50.06 18.69 2 91

Worked last week 2119 0.95 0.22 0 1

Self-employed 2119 0.47 0.50 0 1

Works at home 2119 0.02 0.14 0 1

Panel D: Work/Shooling Outomes (hildren - 7-18 years old)

Total hours/week 2560 6.88 14.27 0 60

Total hours/week (onditional on working) 729 24.15 17.28 2 60

Worked last week 2560 0.28 0.45 0 1

Enrolled in shool 2560 0.91 0.28 0 1

Panel E: Household Charateristis

Urban Area 2560 0.51 0.50 0 1

Self-identi�ed as Indigenous 2560 0.63 0.48 0 1

Spanish as �rst language 2119 0.54 0.50 0 1

Number of household members 2560 5.93 2.12 1 18

Number of adults in household 2560 2.27 1.06 0 9

Number of hildren under 5 in household 2560 0.62 0.85 0 5

Note: The table presents summary statistis for hildren with 4 to 8 years of shooling as of 2005, the

year preeding the program. Panel A presents statistis regarding aggregate data at the household

level for household members older than 18. Panels B and C present statistis for the household head

or spouse in the ase of adult females and males, respetively. Panel D reports information regarding

hildren between 7 and 18 years old. The variables regarding employment are omputed based on
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indiators of whether or not eah person in the household reported working in the week before the

interview. Hours worked are omputed with self-reported information regarding the average number

of working hours per day and the average number of days worked in the week before the interview.
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12.2 Testing for parallel pre-trends

Table 3: Testing for parallel trends

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Total Adults Adult Females -hh heads Adult Males - hh heads

Hours Works Hours Works Hours Works

Panel A: H

0

: �

�6

+ �

�5

+ :::+ �

�2

= 0

^

�

�6

+

^

�

�5

+ :::+

^

�

�2

-4.50 0.03 -0.47 0.15 -4.84 -0.02

Fstat 0.27 0.03 0.01 3.02 2.43 0.16

Pval 0.61 0.86 0.93 0.18 0.30 0.69

Panel B: H

0

: �

�6

= ::: = �

�2

= 0

Fstat 2.00 1.46 1.26 1.54 1.22 1.05

Pval 0.08 0.20 0.28 0.08 0.12 0.39

The table presents tests for ommon pre-trends between treatment and ontrol groups based on

the �exible di�erene-in-di�erene model desribed in (1). Standard errors are lustered at the

muniipality level. Panel A tests the null hypothesis that the sum of all the oe�ients apturing

di�erential trajetories between the ontrol and treatment groups from eah year preeding the

implementation of the program with respet to the year preeding entrane to treatment. Panel B,

tests the null hypothesis that all pre-trend oe�ients are jointly equal to zero.
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12.3 Treatment e�ets on employment

Table 4: Di�erene-in-di�erene estimates on employment

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel A: Work Outomes (Adults - Household)

Total hours/week Total working adults

TE (DD) 1.938 1.950 2.200 0.019 0.013 0.012

(1.732) (1.533) (1.638) (0.036) (0.030) (0.032)

Observations 18,194 17,434 17,434 18,309 17,543 17,543

R-squared 0.008 0.160 0.161 0.006 0.250 0.250

Mean DV 79.37 79.37 79.37 1.732 1.732 1.732

Panel B: Work Outomes (Female household heads / heads' spouses)

Hours/week Worked last week

TE (DD) 2.591*** 2.507*** 2.336*** 0.039*** 0.039*** 0.034**

(0.751) (0.715) (0.804) (0.014) (0.014) (0.016)

Observations 17,459 17,450 17,450 17,687 17,678 17,678

R-squared 0.011 0.095 0.095 0.004 0.094 0.095

Mean DV 27.39 27.39 27.39 0.662 0.662 0.662

Panel C: Work Outomes (Males household heads / heads' spouses)

Hours/week Worked last week

TE (DD) 0.738 1.147 1.369* -0.002 -0.002 0.001

(0.759) (0.783) (0.753) (0.008) (0.007) (0.007)

Observations 15,505 14,747 14,747 15,777 15,010 15,010

R-squared 0.006 0.092 0.092 0.002 0.074 0.075

Mean DV 47.86 47.86 47.86 0.949 0.949 0.949

Controls NO YES YES NO YES YES

Muniipality FE NO YES YES NO YES YES

Group Trend NO NO YES NO NO YES

Clusters 290 290 290 290 290 290

*** p < 0:01, ** p < 0:05, * p < 0:1

Note: The table presents OLS estimates for a di�erene-in-di�erene model. The oe�ients rep-

resent di�erential hanges in labor supply before and after the program between exposed and non-

exposed hildren. Standard errors, lustered at the muniipality level, are presented in parentheses.

Panel A presents treatment e�ets onerning aggregate data at the household level. Panels B and

C, present treatment e�ets regarding employment for females heads of household or spouses and

males heads of household or spouses, respetively.
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12.4 E�ets oming from self-employment

Table 5: E�ets on self-employment: Adult females

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Self-employed Works at home

TE (DD) 0.046** 0.042** 0.034* 0.022 0.020 0.004

(0.018) (0.017) (0.019) (0.016) (0.014) (0.015)

Observations 11,117 11,116 11,116 6,723 6,723 6,723

R-squared 0.004 0.121 0.121 0.015 0.130 0.132

Controls NO YES YES NO YES YES

Muniipality FE NO YES YES NO YES YES

Group Trend NO NO YES NO NO YES

Clusters 279 279 279 254 254 254

Mean DV 0.463 0.463 0.463 0.123 0.123 0.123

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Note: The table presents OLS estimates for a di�erene-in-di�erene model. The oe�ients repre-

sent di�erential hanges in self-employment rate before and after the program between female head

of households from exposed and non-exposed hildren. Standard errors, lustered at the muniipal-

ity level, are presented in parentheses for adult females. The dependent variable is denoted as 1 if

the head of household is self-employed and 0 if they did not report working the week preeding the

survey.
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12.5 Cash or ondition

Table 6: Adult females: Heterogeneous treatment e�ets by ounterfatual attendane rate

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

VARIABLES Hours/week Worked last week

TE (DD) -5.684 3.156*** 4.117*** -0.089 0.043*** 0.043**

(5.083) (0.744) (0.930) (0.101) (0.016) (0.019)

TE x Attendane rate (DDD) 9.471 0.150

(5.755) (0.114)

TE x 1[Attendane rate<0.8℄ (DDD) -4.120* -0.028

(2.339) (0.045)

TE x 1[Attendane rate<median℄ (DDD) -4.153** -0.012

(1.697) (0.034)

Observations 14,563 17,450 17,450 14,750 17,678 17,678

R-squared 0.113 0.096 0.098 0.111 0.096 0.097

Clusters 288 289 289 289 290 290

Mean DV 27.39 27.39 27.39 0.662 0.662 0.662

Mean Covariate 0.853 0.154 0.423 0.853 0.154 0.423

1st Deile Covariate 0.659 0.659

9th Deile Covariate 0.964 0.964

TE at Perentile 10 0.561 0.0102

p-val 0.714 0.737

TE at Perentile 90 3.443*** 0.056***

p-val 0.002 0.007

TE at CV=1 -0.964 -0.0357 0.0155 0.0305

p-val 0.664 0.978 0.706 0.247

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Note: The table presents OLS estimates for a triple-di�erene model. Standard errors, lustered

at the muniipality level, are presented in parentheses. The oe�ients in the �rst row represent

treatment e�ets when the relevant ovariate equals 0 (DD). Interations, loated in the seond,

third and fourth rows denote di�erential treatment e�ets with respet to the TE presented in row

1 (DDD). Columns (1) and (4) report heterogeneity by ounterfatual predited attendane rate

based on a probit model estimated for the 2004 sample. Columns (2) and (5) report heterogeneity for

adult females belonging to households from inframarginal (1[Attendane < 0:8℄ = 0) and marginal

(1[Attendane < 0:8℄ = 1) hildren. Columns (3) and (7) report heterogeneity for adult females

belonging to households with hildren whose attendane rate is above the median (1[Attendane <

median℄ = 0) and below the median.
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12.6 Treatment e�ets and redit onstraints

Table 7: Adult females: Heterogeneous treatment e�ets by aess to redit

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Hours/week Worked last week

TE (DD) 4.074*** 3.485*** 3.839 0.085*** 0.079*** 0.083*

(1.335) (1.249) (2.368) (0.025) (0.027) (0.045)

TE x # branhes per 100000 people (DDD) -0.073 -0.052 -0.078 -0.004* -0.004* -0.004**

(0.109) (0.111) (0.116) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Observations 12,818 12,809 12,809 13,011 13,002 13,002

R-squared 0.007 0.045 0.051 0.003 0.049 0.057

Controls NO YES YES NO YES YES

Muniipality FE NO YES YES NO YES YES

Group Trend NO YES NO NO YES NO

Area-ohort-year FE NO NO YES NO NO YES

Clusters 98 98 98 98 98 98

Mean DV 0.662 0.662 0.662 0.662 0.662 0.662

Mean # branhes per 100000 people 9.341 9.341 9.341 9.341 9.341 9.341

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Note: The table presents di�erene-in-di�erene estimates (DD) and triple-di�erene estimates

(DDD) in the �rst and seond row, respetively. The number of �nanial branhes per 100,000

individuals in eah muniipality is used as a third soure of variation. Data regarding �nanial

branhes orresponds to 2005, the year before the program's implementation, and is only available

for the muniipalities that are provine apitals. The sample for these regressions aounts for one-

third of the lusters' sample but two-thirds of the total observations. Standard errors, presented in

parentheses, are lustered at the muniipality level.
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A Appendix

A.1 Treatment e�ets after ontrolling for potential pre-trends

Table A.1: Treatment e�ets ontrolling for potential di�erenes in pre-treatment period

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

VARIABLES Hours/week (Total adults) # of adults working Hours/week (Adult females) Worked last week (Adult females) Hours/week (Adult males) Worked last week (Adult males)

DD 1.572 0.009 2.287*** 0.035** 1.086 -0.002

(1.564) (0.030) (0.730) (0.014) (0.873) (0.007)

Observations 17,434 17,543 17,450 17,678 14,747 15,010

R-squared 0.161 0.250 0.095 0.094 0.092 0.074

Controls YES YES YES YES YES YES

Muniipality FE YES YES YES YES YES YES

Sample 4-8th 4-8th 4-8th 4-8th 4-8th 4-8th

Clusters 290 290 289 290 289 289

Mean DV 79.37 1.732 27.39 0.662 47.86 0.949

*** p < 0:01 ** p < 0:05 * p < 0:1

Note: The table presents OLS estimates for a di�erene-in-di�erene model under alternative spei-

�ations. The oe�ients represent di�erential hanges in labor supply before and after the program

between exposed and non-exposed hildren. Standard errors, lustered at the muniipality level,

are presented in parentheses. Note that all the results ontrol for potential di�erential shoks �ve

periods before eah ohort entered the treatment, through inlusion of an indiator that takes the

value of one whenever �

st

= �5.
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A.2 E�ets on employment using all hildren in primary

Table A.2: Treatment e�ets inluding hildren from 1st to 8th grade

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel A: Work Outomes (Adults - Household)

Total hours/week Total working adults

TE (DD) 3.322** 2.638** 2.941** 0.045 0.025 0.026

(1.380) (1.295) (1.346) (0.028) (0.025) (0.026)

Observations 30,618 29,502 29,502 30,791 29,663 29,663

R-squared 0.007 0.155 0.156 0.005 0.243 0.243

Mean DV 78.24 78.24 78.24 1.712 1.712 1.712

Panel B: Work Outomes (Female household heads/ heads' spouses)

Hours/week Worked last week

TE (DD) 2.418*** 2.279*** 2.083*** 0.033** 0.031** 0.025*

(0.660) (0.629) (0.653) (0.013) (0.012) (0.013)

Observations 29,533 29,518 29,518 29,917 29,902 29,902

R-squared 0.013 0.101 0.102 0.006 0.099 0.099

Mean DV 26.45 26.45 26.45 0.650 0.650 0.650

Panel B: Work Outomes (Male household heads / heads' spouses)

Hours/week Worked last week

TE (DD) 1.176 1.450** 1.608** 0.005 0.007 0.009*

(0.749) (0.672) (0.697) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006)

Observations 26,368 25,251 25,251 26,829 25,699 25,699

R-squared 0.007 0.088 0.088 0.003 0.066 0.067

Mean DV 47.50 47.50 47.50 0.948 0.948 0.948

Controls NO YES YES NO YES YES

Muniipality FE NO YES YES NO YES YES

Group Trend NO NO YES NO NO YES

Clusters 293 293 293 293 293 293

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Note: The table presents OLS estimates for a di�erene-in-di�erene model. The oe�ients rep-

resent di�erential hanges in labor supply before and after the program between exposed and non

exposed-hildren. Standard errors, lustered at the muniipality level, are presented in parentheses.

Panel A presents treatment e�ets onerning aggregate data at the household level. Panels B and C

present treatment e�ets regarding employment for female heads of household or spouses and male

heads of household or spouses, respetively. The sample inludes hildren from 1st to 8th grade.
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Figure A.1: Treatment e�ets on total household labor supply (adults): Total weekly hours

worked (left) and number of adults working
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Treatment effects on number of employed adults

The �gure depits OLS oe�ients from equation (1). Left-hand panel: eah oe�ient estimates

di�erenes in di�erenes on hours worked by adults between the treatment and ontrol group with

respet to the period just before the program was implemented (� = �1). The dependent variable

measures the total number of hours worked by adults in hild i's household. Standard errors

are lustered at the muniipality level. Right-hand panel: Eah oe�ient estimates di�erenes in

di�erenes on adult employment between the treatment and ontrol group with respet to the period

just before the program was implemented (� = �1). The dependent variable measures the number

of adults employed in hild i's household. The estimation sample inludes all potential bene�iary

hildren from 1st grade to 8th grade. Standard errors are lustered at the muniipality level.
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Figure A.2: Treatment e�ets on employment and hours worked for adults
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The �gure depits OLS oe�ients from equation (1). Eah oe�ient estimates di�erenes in

di�erenes on the relevant measure of labor supply between the treatment and ontrol group with

respet to the period just before the program was implemented (� = �1). The plots on the left

present results for adult males, while the plots on the right present results for adult females. Standard

errors are lustered at the muniipality level. The estimation sample inludes all potential bene�iary

hildren from 1st grade to 8th grade.
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A.3 E�ets exluding hildren with siblings with di�erent treatment sta-

tus

Figure A.3: Employment and work hours (weekly) for adults
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The �gure repliates the main event-study analyses fousing in a redued sample of hildren whose

siblings treatment status is the same as theirs. The top panels depit employment rate for adult

males (heads of household or spouses) and adult females (heads of household or spouses) in hild

i's household before and after hild i is exposed to treatment. The bottom panel depits weekly

hours for both adult males and females. Time to treatment is equal to 0 in the �rst period in whih

treatment kiks in. Children who have siblings with di�erent treatment status are exluded from

the sample.
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Table A.3: E�ets exluding hildren with siblings with di�erent treatment status

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel A: Work Outomes (Adults - Household)

Total hours/week Total working adults

TE (DD) 3.847 1.616 2.387 0.069 0.007 0.014

(2.825) (2.597) (2.912) (0.056) (0.057) (0.065)

Observations 9,112 8,624 8,624 9,178 8,687 8,687

R-squared 0.010 0.192 0.194 0.010 0.287 0.290

Mean DV 75.04 75.04 75.04 1.654 1.654 1.654

Panel B: Work Outomes (Female household heads/heads' spouses)

Hours/week Worked last week

TE (DD) 4.853*** 4.700*** 4.743*** 0.069** 0.061* 0.058

(1.419) (1.403) (1.539) (0.031) (0.032) (0.036)

Observations 8,639 8,632 8,632 8,766 8,759 8,759

R-squared 0.016 0.116 0.117 0.007 0.117 0.119

Mean DV 25.97 25.97 25.97 0.634 0.634 0.634

Panel B: Work Outomes (Male household heads/heads' spouses)

Hours/week Worked last week

TE (DD) -0.298 -0.397 0.459 0.001 -0.005 0.007

(1.498) (1.587) (1.566) (0.019) (0.016) (0.017)

Observations 7,562 7,075 7,075 7,685 7,193 7,193

R-squared 0.010 0.110 0.111 0.008 0.104 0.106

Mean DV 46.51 46.51 46.51 0.934 0.934 0.934

Controls NO YES YES NO YES YES

Muniipality FE NO YES YES NO YES YES

Group Trend NO NO YES NO NO YES

Clusters 286 286 286 286 286 286

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Note: The table presents OLS estimates for a di�erene-in-di�erene model under alternative spe-

i�ations. The table repliates the main results exluding those hildren who have siblings in a

di�erent treatment group. The oe�ients represent di�erential hanges in labor supply before and

after the program between exposed and non-exposed hildren. Standard errors, lustered at the

muniipality level, are presented in parentheses. Panel A presents treatment e�ets onerning ag-

gregate data at the household level. Panels B and C present treatment e�ets regarding employment

for female heads of household or spouses and male heads of households or spouses, respetively.
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A.4 Heterogeneous treatment e�ets by ounterfatual attendane rate

A.4.1 Probit model for attendane rate

Figure A.4: Attendane rate and predited attendane rate in and out of sample
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This piture depits attendane rates as a funtion of age for the 2004 wave for the estimation sample

and the validation sample. Attendane rate is depited for atual and predited data. The probit

model inluded age �xed e�ets, years of shooling �xed e�ets, and demographi harateristis.

80% of the 2004 observations were randomly assigned to an estimation sample, the remaining were

assigned to a validation sample. The table shows that the model performs well when it omes to

out-of-sample predition.
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A.4.2 Heterogeneity for alternative outomes

Table A.4: Heterogeneous treatment e�ets by ounterfatual attendane rate

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Total adults Males hh heads

VARIABLES Hours/week Worked Hours/week Worked

TE (DD) 2.679 0.033 0.737 -0.005

(1.834) (0.034) (0.848) (0.007)

TE x 1[Attendane rate<0.8℄ (DDD) -5.878 -0.144* 1.812 0.015

(4.800) (0.077) (2.064) (0.018)

Observations 17,434 17,543 14,747 15,010

R-squared 0.164 0.254 0.093 0.075

Clusters 290 290 289 289

Mean DV 79.37 1.732 47.86 0.949

Mean Covariate 0.154 0.154 0.154 0.154

TE at CV=1 -3.199 -0.111* 2.549 0.0103

p-val 0.423 0.0878 0.183 0.546

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Note: The table presents OLS estimates for a triple-di�erene model. Standard errors, lustered

at the muniipality level, are presented in parentheses. The oe�ients in the �rst row represent

treatment e�ets when the relevant ovariate equals 0 (DD) (inframarginal hildren). The estimates

in the seond row report heterogeneity by ounterfatual predited attendane rate based on a probit

model estimated for the 2004 sample. Treatment e�ets for marginal hildren are presented in the

bottom panel.
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A.5 Treatment e�ets on hildren's outomes

Table A.5: Treatment e�ets on enrollment and employment (Children)

Panel A: Enrollment and hild employment

Enrollment Worked last week

TE (DD) 0.037** 0.040*** 0.017 0.010 0.004 0.007

(0.017) (0.014) (0.013) (0.018) (0.015) (0.016)

Observations 15,164 14,519 14,519 18,447 17,678 17,678

R-squared 0.015 0.321 0.322 0.011 0.315 0.315

Mean DV (Baseline) 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.294 0.294 0.294

Controls NO YES YES NO YES YES

Muniipality FE NO YES YES NO YES YES

Group Trend NO NO YES NO NO YES

Clusters 289 289 289 290 290 290

*** p < 0:01, ** p < 0:05, * p < 0:1

Note: The table presents di�erene-in-di�erene estimates (DD) for the probability of enrollment

and the probability that hild i reported working the week preeding the interview. Note that sine

the surveys report enrollment at the beginning of eah shool year, treatment e�ets on enrollment

are identi�ed using eligibility in the year preeding the survey. For example, a hild who has

ompleted 5th grade in 2005 and is observed in the 2006 wave will be in the ontrol group for that

year. Conversely, a hild who ompleted 4th in 2005 and is observed in the 2006 sample will be in

the treatment group.
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A.6 Treatment e�ets and redit onstraints for extended outomes

Table A.6: Adult females: Heterogeneous treatment e�ets by aess to redit

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Total adults Males hh heads

Hours/week Worked Hours/week Worked

TE (DD) 2.850 0.013 3.301 0.023

(2.219) (0.015) (4.602) (0.080)

TE x # branhes per 100000 people (DDD) 0.140 -0.001 -0.101 -0.007

(0.092) (0.001) (0.229) (0.005)

Observations 10,738 10,967 12,811 12,895

R-squared 0.088 0.077 0.144 0.233

Controls YES YES YES YES

Muniipality FE YES YES YES YES

Group Trend NO NO NO NO

Area-ohort-year FE YES YES YES YES

Clusters 98 98 98 98

Mean DV 0.662 0.662 0.662 0.662

Mean # branhes per 100000 people 9.341 9.341 9.341 9.341

*** p < 0:01, ** p < 0:05, * p < 0:1

Note: The table presents di�erene-in-di�erene estimates (DD) and triple-di�erene estimates

(DDD) in the �rst and seond row, respetively. The number of �nanial branhes per 100,000

individuals in eah muniipality is used as a third soure of variation. Data regarding �nanial

branhes orrespond to 2005, the year before the program's implementation, and is only available

for the muniipalities that are provinial apitals. The sample for these regressions aounts for

one-third of the lusters' sample but two-thirds of the total observations.
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A.7 E�ets on self-employment: Adult males and household members

Table A.7: E�ets on self employment-Adult females

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Total adults Male hh heads

Self-employed Works at home Self-employed Works at home

TE (DD) 0.038* -0.003 0.008 -0.083

(0.020) (0.008) (0.012) (0.063)

Observations 17,506 17,554 7,923 1,128

R-squared 0.117 0.071 0.143 0.332

Controls YES YES YES YES

Muniipality FE YES YES YES YES

Group Trend YES YES YES YES

Clusters 290 290 281 116

Mean DV 0.691 0.0520 0.898 0.309

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Note: The table presents OLS estimates for a di�erene-in-di�erene model. The oe�ients rep-

resent di�erential hanges in the number of self-employed adults in the household before and after

the program for exposed and non-exposed hildren, and di�erential hanges in the self-employment

probability before and after the program between male heads of household from exposed and non-

exposed hildren, respetively. Standard errors, lustered at the muniipality level, are presented in

parentheses. The dependent variable is denoted as 1 if the head of household is self-employed and

0 if they did not report working the week preeding the survey.
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